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introduction. Published in 2006, it logs somewhere between a novella and short novel at just 45,883 words, but the remains left behind evoke such a strong sense of environment and of a gritty female protagonist struggling to survive in that environment that I felt like I had walked a mile in her shoes, in the snow, trucking water buckets, in
both directions. The literary ambitions of the novel are impossible to mess up doing My introduction to the fiction of Daniel Woodrell is Winter's Bone, and what a strong introduction. Published in 2006, it logs somewhere between a novella and short novel at just 45,883 words, but the remains left behind evoke such a strong sense of
environment and of a gritty female protagonist struggling to survive in that environment that I felt like I had walked a mile in her shoes, in the snow, trucking water buckets, in both directions. The novel's literary ambitions are impossible to tamper with, but instead of overwhelming the story or the characters, the prose brings them into the
light with both menace and wonder. Located in Missouri, in the Rathlin Valley near the Arkansas state line, the story introduces sixteen-year-old Ree Dolly as her father Jessup, a gifted meth cook out on the tape of his latest arrest, leaves the house never to return. Ree takes responsibility for what's left of the family: a scrappy ten-year-old
half-brother named Sonny, a sensitive eight-year-old brother named Harold and their mother Connie, a able-bodied invalid who retreated into the world of her mind, casually referred to as crazy by the two hundred or so Dollys, Lockrums, Boshells, Tankerslys and Langans connected by blood or marriage and living in poverty thirty miles
from the valley. A sheriff's deputy named Baskin visits Ree, delivering the boys from where the school bus was stopped by snow. Talking to John Law can be dangerous for someone's health in the valley, but instead of asking Ree where her father has run away to, the deputy brings news that Ree's father put their house (on the side of
mama, the Bromont side) as well as their wood acres as collateral for his band. If Jessup Dolly doesn't show up for his court date next week, the property will be sold by the county. Ree maintains her composure and assures Baskin that she will find her father. She was going to start. Start. Uncle Teardrop, although Uncle Teardrop scared
her. He lived three miles away in the creek, but she was on the tracks. Snow covered the tracks and made bumps over the rails and the double humps accompanied her. She broke her own trail through the snow and started the miles of her path. The morning sky was gray and crouching, the wind had snap and drew water to her eyes.
She was wearing a green hooded sweater and Mamaw's black jacket. Ree almost always wore a dress or skirt, but with combat boots, and the skirt these days was bluish plaid. Her knees kicked free from the plaid when she threw her long legs forward and stomped the snow. Ree finds a sympathetic ear with her aunt Victoria, her favorite
of all dolly women short of mum, but is told in no uncertain terms by her menacing uncle not to go in search of her father. Uncle Teardrop has been a meth cook longer than his younger brother, but lost his ear and melted the left side of his back in a chemical accident. Ignoring her uncle's warning, Ree suggests going to Hawkfall Valley to
see if the crew her father was working with know something, but has her head yanked back by her uncle for emphasis. He gives his niece fifty dollars and another warning for Ree to stay close to the willows. Ree climbs a ridge and crosses a snow-covered meadow and arrives at the home of her best friend Gail Lockrum, who already has
a four-month-old baby and a useless husband who prefers to be with his girlfriend. Ree remembers her father's girlfriend, a friendly garden teacher in town, and asks Gail if she can get the keys to her husband's truck to drive her there. The answer is no. Ree hitch a ride with the school bus driver and is dropped off in Hawkfall. The way
people don't talk to Ree convinces her that her father was murdered, and no one wants to talk to her about it. Ree is left with no alternative but to seek the help of Thump Milton, a Milton family patriarch and a terrifying grizzled coot. Ree waits in his garden for an hour before being revealed, informed by his wife that he knows everywhere
Ree has been today and why she is here and to leave. Ree, who has talked about leaving the willows to join the army one day, receives an offer from Sonny's rapscallion father to take the boy on, with Uncle Teardrop taking on Harold. Seeing no future for any of her brothers by leaving them, Ree puts her life in Milton's hands by returning
to Hawkfall for another attempt on him. Roe must be carried out. The women of Rathlin Valley started crossing the creek to watch her, even as she lay in the bath. Sonya led Betsy and Caradoc Dolly's widow, Permelia, who owned the third house in the grade of three on the far shore, into the bathroom and closed the on the faded waiting
boys with their affected faces. With her good eye open, Ree lay a beep in water thinly skimmed with soapy water. The women stood in a cluster looking down at the colored bruises on the milk skin, the riveted eye, the broken mouth. Their lips were tight and they shook their Permelia, old but mobile, witnessing a hundred wounds, said:
There is never a call to make such a girl. Word for word, Winter's Bone is perhaps one of the most beautiful novels I've read. There's a poignant precision to it. Woodrell has such a mastery of this landscape and the family trees that populate it that he could have written a novel three or four times the length of it. I'm glad he didn't. There's
no indulgence here. Instead of telling readers about what happened to characters or being between them in the past, he focuses on what they feel now. There's some confidence, but the prose is also strong enough to fill those spaces. Then there's Ree Dolly, who Woodrell seems to respect enough to make the star attraction of each
page. While icy bits gathered in her hair and on her shoulders she increased the volume of those ocean sounds. Ree often needed to inject herself with pleasurable sounds, stitch those sounds along the constant screeching, squalling-louder regular life heightened in her mind, poking those soothing sounds along that racket and deep
where her nervous soul paces on a stone slab in a gray room, agitated and endlessly provoked, but longing to hear something that could bring a moment of calm. The tapes were given to Mom who already heard too many puzzling noises and didn't care to confront them, but Ree tried them and felt something unknot. The more novels I
read, I don't know if what marks a great character is an arc, but consistency. Ree is a rock that forces the stream around her to change course, not the other way around. She is related to Mattie Ross of True Grit (also a teenager) in making her mind up and sticking to it. The forces woodrell puts into Ree's path are formidable and her
vulnerability is palpable. The character's inner fortitude and her extreme disorientation to changes taking place around her were not fully translated to the screen, with Debra Granik adapting and directing a solid film version in 2010 that introduced audiences to Jennifer Lawrence and made her a star. The novel is a better movie. ... more
Daniel Woodrell's seventh novel, Winter's Bone, is a typically short novel of enormous and sometimes ferocious power, says Niall GriffithsSun 16 Jul 2006 00.10 BSTWinter's Boneby Daniel WoodrellSceptre £12.99, pp193 This is Daniel Woodrell's seventh novel and his fourth series in the Ozark Mountains, one of those American
territories 'that the world in general has decided to pass by' , to quote John Williams from his upcoming book, Back to the Badlands. 'As far as the Ozarks have a public profile or place in the national myth, it's like a Deliverance-style backwoods place, full of illiterate rednecks fishing and drinking moonshine and Williams writes. Woodrell's
work is little known on this side of the Atlantic, except perhaps for his second novel, Wee Wee On, which was filmed by Ang Lee as Ride With the Devil. Although it is fair to call his career somewhat patchy, his recent books have expressed a concern and commitment and skill that he continues to nurture and hone so that his latest book
tends to be his best. This trend continues with Winter's Bone, a typically short novel of enormous and sometimes ferocious power. Words such as 'gloomy' and 'beautiful' and 'heartbreaking' come to mind. The main character is Ree, a 16-year-old female member of the terrifying Dolly clan, to which we were first introduced in the novel
Give Us a Kiss in the late 1990s. She has 'abrupt green eyes' and 'a body made for loping after needs'. She longs to join the army, the usual gimcrack route for those born lacking happiness or money to get out of a place where, at 12, people are dead to wonder... dulled to life, empty with kindness, boiling with common', although those
who have previously taken that route are converted as Uncle Jack, who had lived through Khe Sanh [the Vietnam War battlefield] and four marriages, then died on a roller skating rink of something he had snorted. Ree shares a house with her two younger brothers and her spirit-baked mother; Her father, Jessup, a locally known 'crank
chef', was released on bail after she set the house up for bond. Unless Ree can track him down and persuade him to attend his hearing, the house will be taken. If he's dead, which she's starting to suspect he is, she's going to have to prove it. So she goes looking, sometimes accompanied by her uncle Teardrop (four blue tears inked
under the eye on the molten side of his face) or her not-quite-Platonic-friend Gail, about the ice-blasted Ozarks, a place of ruins and valleys with ramshackle villages clinging to hills and populated by elaborate clans of murderers and drunks and those modern moonshiners, the meth makers , the meth makers, chemists of amphetamines,
who live under their own strange but rigid laws and have witnessed a certain biblical fundamentalism mutate into another kind of merciless orthodoxy. Here live brutal women who view them as 'a dominant reek of udder balm and brown gravy, straw and wet feathers', and the clan patriarch, Thump Milton, 'a legendary man, his face a
monument of Ozark stone, with burps and corners and cold shadowy parts of the sun never touched'. Everything about Ree's quest is convincing; everything evoked about the landscape and convinces the people completely. Woodrell's language fascinates and intrigues; he manages to make this kind of American-English aeons old, old, a
feature he doesn't share with Cormac McCarthy (whose idiom in it has the echo of King James's Bible distasteful in Plymouth Rock), but with Thomas McGuane [see right]. It's not just the use of the demotic ('coggly', 'wamble'), although that helps; it is more the feeling that both writers give a language evolved over millennia into a kind of
loose but recognizable facility with meaning and of reference; an impression impression the tongue is so old and developed that it can be used to clear lasso the whip-fast change of conceptual signifier in a place where people use sat-nav to guide them to the wells and rivers from where they will draw their water. This is of course
appropriate (not to mention fantastic, given that this kind of American-English has not existed for more than a few centuries), but it is not as if Woodrell has chosen a form to follow function; It's more that he can't write any other way, so absorbed is he by this rich and tinkling vernacular. He brings the cut and functional expressions of the
characters as strong as the bleak beauty of the Ozarks themselves and the touching elemental power of Ree over them. There are occasional traps in cuteness - the eyes of a baby opening 'slow as a school day', for example - but this is a natural and permissible side effect of a vital loquacity: 'In the hood Ree came to know the flavors of
her own wind. The sound of her own bellows at work. The whistling breaths and smells that were her. She lived loudly in her own ears and ok to smell. Winter's Bone pulses between innocence triumph and destruction; it acknowledges that there is 'a great dirtiness on foot in the world' but that we still walk between miracles and, despite
the unexpectedly cheerful ending, reading it will make you feel like you are walking on very, very thin ice, and know that chaos is very, very close. This knowledge has many consequences; one of them is excitement.· Niall Griffiths is the author of Sheepshagger, Stump and WreckageTopics WreckageTopics
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